Program TRANS_HCLOOP is a general-purpose program for calculating the transient response for a ground horizontal coplanar loop-loop configuration (Frischknecht, 1967; Anderson, 1973) at the surface of a horizontally stratified earth for the quasi-static case (i.e., neglecting displacement currents).
Program TRANS_HZWIRE is a similar program for calculating the transient response for a grounded dipole wire element and horizontal loop configuration on a layered earth.
Fast 1agged-convolution techniques for computing transient soundings (Kauahikaua and Anderson, 1977) are used in both programs.
Digital filters developed by Anderson (1975 Anderson ( , 1979 are used to evaluate Fourier and Hankel transform integrals.
Accuracy of the computed transient responses are generally good to 3-places (or better) while using the default accuracy-control parameters (see parameters eps, bO, bm, nb, and ihalf below).
Greater accuracy is possible by changing some or all of these accuracy-control parameters, but at the expense of longer run times. The default parameters are usually adequate for most applications.
It
should be noted that programs TRANS_HCLOOP and TRANS_HZWIRE supersede the EMTRAN programs published in Anderson (1973) for EMTRAN options n=0 and 1, respectively. Both programs listed in this report have identical parameters and operating instructions, and therefore only program TRANS_HCLOOP will be addressed below.
The transient impulse or step response soundings due to a system impulse or step driving current may be selected for any layered model (maximum of 10 layers), and computed over an arbitrary time range.
Also, a specified transient shift (normalization) may be used. Both unnormalized and normalized forms are printed. The computed transient response may be written to a disk file for subsequent use.
To provide as much timely computer information as possible, this report is being released without a mathematical formulation section.
The interested reader may consult the cited references for more details. = .01 (default) is the lower induction number limit for which the mutual coupling Z/ZO frequency response approaches 1.0 for b<bO. bO must be given as a power of 10**-n. bm = 100 (default) is the upper induction number limit for which the mutual coupling Z/ZO frequency response approaches 0.0 for b>bm. bm must be given as a power of 10**n.
Note: bO=.01 and bm=100 are usually adequate for most applications.
However, for more accuracy, bO<=.001 and/or bm>=1000 may be used. If parameter nb=0 is used, it is recommended that bO<.01 and bm>100 be used, (cref: $parms nb). nb = 10 (default) represents the number of induction number points per decade (log cycle) to evaluate the pre-splined frequency response function Z/ZO. In general, 5<=nb<12 is usually adequate for most applications (nb<5 is not recommended for accuracy reasons).
If nb=0 or nb>ll is specified, then a direct mode of evaluating the frequency function is used via a lagged-convolution cosine or sine transform algorithm. When nb=0 or nb>=12, parameters bO<.01 and bm>100 should also be changed. Note nb=0 or nb>=12 is the most accurate method, but more time-consuming than using nb<12. (cref: $parms bO,bm).
tO=
Initial normalized time to compute the transient, where tO>0 must be specified 'as a power of 10**+-n. The normalized time (tau) and actual time (tsec in seconds) are related by the formula: tau=(2.*tsec)/(sig(l)*fourpi*10**-7*r2), where r2=xO*xO+yO*yO. (cref: $parms xO,y0,sig ( ) ) .
tm=
Maximum normalized time to compute the transient, where tm>tO must be specified as a power of 10**+-n. (cref: $parms tO).
nt=
Number of normalized time points to compute per decade (log cycle) between tO and tm, where nt>0 must be specified, (cref: $parms tO,tm). exaraple $parms m=2,sig=.02,2,d=200,yO=2000, tO=.1 ,nt = 6,tra=100,nb=6,istop=0$ modified example $parms nb=10,y0=1000,istop=1 $ Programs TRANS HCLOOP & TRANS HZWIRE MULTICS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS.
Multics Documentation Programs TRANS_HCLOOP & TRANS_HZWIRE

1.
Initially, one should add the following libraries (via *the command "asr") to his search rules after the working directory: >udd>Emodl__inv>WAnder son>l ib_em and >udd>Emodl_inv>WAnderson>lib_l.
2.
Either attach "file05" to a predetermined ascii (stream) parameter file, or let file05 default to "user_input" (i.e., the user's terminal). The current version of the source code may be obtained by writing directly to the author.
A magnetic tape copy of the source code will be sent to requestors to be copied and returned to the author. This method of releasing the program was selected in order to satisfy requests for the latest updated version.
The magnetic tape will be recorded in the following mode (unless otherwise requested):
Industry compatible: 9-track, unlabeled, EBCDIC mode, odd-parity, 800 bpi density, 80-character records (unblocked card images), and contained on one file. -SEE DOCUMENTATION FOR TRANS_HCLOOP. NOTE NORMALIZED TIME TAU USED FROM TO TO TM, WHERE TIME=0.5*TAU*SIGl*(FOURPI*E-7)*RR**2 (TIME IN SEC.) I.E, TAU=(2.0*TIME)/(SIG1*FOURPI*E-7*RR**2) IPCH=1 OPTION (DEFAULT 0) WILL WRITE FILElO WITH (TRANS,TIME) IN FORMAT (2E16. 
GT.O. (USE DUMMY X HERE), REQUIRED STORAGE) M) . M). GE. M) IST(M-l) ELEMENTS OF A,B,&C ALSO USED AS WORK ARRAYS DURING EXECUTION. IT= TYPE OF BOUNDARY CONDITION SUPPLIED IN D ARRAY. USE IT=1 IF 1ST DERIVATIVES GIVEN AT END POINTS, OR IT=0 IF 2ND DERIVATIVES GIVEN AT END POINTS. D = BOUNDARY ARRAY (DIM 2) AT POINT 1 AND M RESPECTIVELY. P,S= WORK ARRAYS (EACH DIM=M). ERROR RETURN WITH M = -(ABS(M)) IF ANY PARM OUT OF RANGE. THE RESULTING CUBIC SPLINE IS OF THE FORM:
Y=Y ( 00003630  00003640  00003650  00003660  00003670  00003680  00003690  00003700  00003710  00003720   00003730  00003740  00003750  00003760  00003770  00003780  00003790  00003800  00003810  00003820  00003830  00003840  00003850  00003860  00003870  00003880  00003890  00003900  00003910  00003920  00003930  00003940  00003950  00003960  00003970  00003980  00003990  00004000  00004010  00004020  00004030  00004040  00004050  00004060  00004070  00004080  00004090  00004100  00004110  00004120 00004140  00004150  00004160  00004170  00004180  00004190  00004200  00004210  00004220  00004230  00004240  00004250  00004260  00004270  00004280  00004290  00004300  00004310  00004320  00004330  00004340  00004350  00004360  00004370  00004380  00004390  00004400  00004410  00004420  00004430  00004440  00004450  00004460  00004470  00004480  00004490  00004500  00004510  00004520  00004530  00004540  00004550  00004560  00004570  00004580  00004590  00004600  00004610  0000462C  00004630  00004640 00004930  00004940  00004950  00004960  00004970  00004980  00004990  00005000  00005010  00005020  00005030  00005040  00005050  00005060  00005070  NTERVAL00005080  00005090  00005100  00005110  00005120  00005130  00005140 Programs TRANS_HCLOOP & TRANS_HZWIRE   REAL FUNCTION RLAGF0(X,FUN (1) 1235658E  8920132E  9837223E  3165595E  9167697E  6569552E  5134682E  4025443E  5492982E  6720269E  7198526E  2810001E  8432253E  1025670E  1312760E  0324094E  5237482E   -------------------14  13  13  13  13  12  12  12  11  11  11  10  10  10  09  09  09  08  08   0069271E-07  2413747E  9894278E  1107379E  4728798E  5059521E  2260527E  7305154E  0820947E  3550409E  0197018E  7315347E  5011708E  3490681E  4730905E  6653199E  6762063E  7081 738E  1892208E   5078720E  5094224E   ------------07  07  06  06  06  05  05  05  04  04  04  03  -03  - 0913102E  8169956E  3072559E  3943529E  3954154E  7682952E  5195025E   -------01  02  02  03  03  04  04   ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   ,  ,  ,  ,  »  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 6. 1. ( 00007230  00007240  00007250  00007260  00007270  00007280  00007290  00007300  00007310  00007320  00007330  00007340  00007350  00007360  00007370  00007380  00007390  00007400  00007410  00007420  00007430  00007440  00007450  00007460  00007470  00007480  00007490  00007500  00007510  00007520  00007530   00007540  00007550  00007560  00007570  00007580  00007590  00007600  00007610  00007620  00007630  00007640  TRANSFORM00007650 'RLAGF1' IS USEFUL ONLY WHEN X=(LAST X)-.20 *** I.E., 00007660 SPACED SAME AS FILTER USED IF THIS IS NOT CONVENIENT, 00007670 THEN SUBPROGRAM 'RFOURl' IS ADVISED FOR GENERAL USE. 1113940E  7236636E  1473541E  6718110E  3297565E  1464798E  1582809E  4175083E  9864477E  9349439E  2370354E  5390685E  9131898E  3840976E  9709129E  6981050E  6010537E  7236720E   -09, -12, -12, -12, -12, -12, -12, -12, -12, -12, -11, -11, -11, -11, -11, -11, -11, -11 , 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11 , 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11 ,   00008260  00008270  00008280  00008290  00008300  00008310  00008320  00008330  00008340  00008350  00008360  00008370  00008380  00008390  00008400  00008410  00008420  00008430  00008440  00008450  00008460  00008470  00008480  00008490  00008500  00008510  00008520  00008530  00008540  00008550  00008560  00008570  00008580  00008590  00008600  00008610  00008620  00008630  00008640  00008650  00008660  00008670  00008680  00008690  00008700  00008710  00008720  00008730  00008740  00008750  00008760 3621900E  1644680E  4510363E  8074257E  2498755E  8001616E  4849209E  3372666E  3977672E  7175964E  3606980E  0404508E  2942905E  6077524E  9857116E  3959044E  6082940E  3960161E  4264707E   4631686E  9280540E  4779183E  3545473E  6469246E  8066494E  9437312E  4168923E  1558670E  9170152E  2743321E  6051039E   - »   3971327E   0438319E  2997646E  6196550E  0166306E  5100098E  1238237E  8878042E  8 3 86 04 9E  0215516E  4 94 2 60 IE  3270330E  1605442E  4429912E  7890471E  1926779E  5610596E  3560563E  1853546E  1869851E   2823337E  5992437E  2994604E  6380539E  1176726E  0202288E  9886697E  7855105E  6903518E  9610835E  1257559E  1178720E  6759896E  5885304E  4821176E  8636604E  1012416E  5985851E  3287 953E   3937048E  9457371E  2076428E  050A494E  5310321E  2320056E  2543076E  7191929E  7885902E   - 00008780  00008790  00008800  00008810  00008820  00008830  00008840  00008850  00008860  00008870  00008880  00008890  00008900  00008910  00008920  00008930  00008940  00008950  00008960  00008970  00008980  00008990  00009000  00009010  00009020  00009030  00009040  00009050  00009060  00009070  00009080  00009090  00009100  00009110  00009120  00009130  00009140  00009150  00009160  00009170  00009180  00009190  00009200  00009210  00009220  00009230  00009240  00009250  00009260  00009270  00009280  00009290 Programs TRANS_HCLOOP & TRANS_HZWIRE   C $$ENDATA  C  IF(NEW) 00009340  00009350  00009360  00009370  00009380  00009390  00009400  00009410  00009420  00009430  00009440  00009450  00009460  00009470  00009480  00009490  00009500  00009510  00009520  00009530  00009540  00009550  00009560  00009570  00009580  00009590  00009600  00009610  00009620  00009630  00009640  00009650  00009660  00009670  00009680  00009690  00009700  00009710  00009720  00009730  00009740  00009750  00009760  00009770  00009780  00009790  00009800 00009940  00009950  00009960  00009970  00009980  00009990  00010000  00010010  00010020  00010030  00010040  00010050  00010060  00010070  00010080  00010090  00010100  00010110  00010120  00010130  00010140  00010150  00010160  00010170  00010180  00010190  00010200   00010210  00010220  00010230  00010240  00010250  00010260  00010270  00010280  00010290  00010300 00010340  00010350  00010360  00010370  00010380  00010390  00010400  00010410  00010420  00010430  00010440  00010450  00010460  00010470  00010480  00010490  00010500  00010510  00010520  00010530  00010540  00010550  00010560  00010570  00010580  00010590  00010600  00010610  00010620  00010630  00010640  00010650  00010660  00010670  00010680  00010690  00010700  00010710   00010720  00010730  00010740  00010750  00010760  00010770  00010780 0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001  0001   1050  1060  1070  1080  1090  1100  1110  1120  1130  1140  1150  1160  1170  1180  1190  1200  1210  1220  1230  1240  1250  1260  1270  1280  1290 (1),WAO (1)),(WTO(77),WBO (1)),(WTO(153),WCO (1)) * (WTO(229),WDO (1)),(WT1(1),WA1 (1)),(WT1(77),WBl(l)), * (WT1(153),WC1 (1)),(WT1(229),WD 1 (1)) EQUIVALENCE (C,T (1)),(CMAX,TMAX (1) 1102765E  9749846E  3172388E  2485539E  9323958E  8637565E  4192841E  6125163E  4600474E  3752205E  1926177E  0755745E  1475200E  1330823E  0447427E  0126237E   0153839E  4840923E  2303750E  094 08 9 8E  0184244E  4950371E  4049804E  6677163E  8166179E  9971 50 8E  4545291E  2016806E  0788355E  0608141E  8821315E  0665451E  7014634E  1149185E  4644647E   5057670E  2952090E  6232056E  5840861E  4449655E  0803899E  5186652E  5269019E  4130796E   -15,  - 1183962E  3371129E  7726725E  9696405E  1153987E  5605477E  9022752E  8421406E  3683643E  89 5 9 92 8E  1453931E  6166519E  1052293E  1651003E  0159022E  2530006E  1506209E  0494477E  5104976E   4818173E  7058109E  8355034E  0913020E  5029477E  2303208E  1046805E  4714550E  70 9 92 2 3E  3420195E  6423156E  2788147E  5973323E  2827752E  2996815E  0275683E  2991233E  5985386E  2895284E   2953923E  1628361E  9970542E  2345428E  2495408E  9875784E  9075515E  1851585E  221 971 9E  8334412E  8213580E  1369580E   -15,  -14,  - (1) 
(ALSO SEE PARM 'NEW' & NOTES (2)-(4) BELOW). 00007690 FUN(G)= EXTERNAL DECLARED REAL FUNCTION NAME (USER SUPPLIED
NB=AINT(5.*ALOG(BMAX/BMIN))+1 NB1=NB+1 XO=ALOG(BMAX)+. 2 NEW = 1 DO 1 J=1,NB I=NB1-J X=XO-.2*J ARG(I )=EXP(X) ANS(I)=RLAGF1(X,RF,TOL,L,NEW)/ARC(I) 1 NEW=0 (3).
IF RESULTS ARE STORED IN ARRAYS ARC(I),ANS(I),1=1,NB FOR ARC IN (BMINA,BMAX), THEN THESE ARRAYS MAY BE USED, FOR EXAMPLE, TO SPLINE-INTERPOLATE AT A DIFFERENT (LARGER OR SMALLER) SPACING THAN USED IN THE LAGGED CONVOLUTION METHOD. (4). IF A DIFFERENT RANGE OF B IS DESIRED, THEN ONE MAY ALWAYS RESTART THE ABOVE PROCEDURE IN (2) WITH
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